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FLORIDA JOINS THE FIGHT AGAINST REVENGE PORN: ANALYSIS OF FLORIDA’S NEW ANTI-REVENGE PORN LAW
Diane Bustamante*

INTRODUCTION

While many refer to widespread commotion on the internet as “breaking the internet,” the internet “nearly exploded” on August 31, 2014, when dozens of female celebrities, including Jennifer Lawrence, Ariana Grande, and Kim Kardashian, became the victims of non-consensual pornography as their personal, nude photographs were leaked on a website called 4chan.org. 1 Hackers effectuated their “targeted attack” after gaining access to the celebrities’ iCloud login credentials. 2 Not more than six weeks later, nearly 100,000 user photographs from the “Snapchat” app were leaked on Viralpop.com and later on 4chan.org. 3 Even more troubling is that the leak included nude photographs of minors because Snapchat’s primary audience is teenagers between the ages of thirteen and seventeen. 4

For the most part, people are familiar with the concept of non-consensual pornography, commonly known as “revenge porn” (used interchangeably throughout this Comment), to the extent it has been publicized in the media in cases such as those mentioned above. 5 Despite its name, “revenge porn” is not always revenge-driven. 6 Beyond revenge,
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2 Id.

3 Id. Snapchat is photograph and video-messaging application (“app”) that launched in 2011. It enables a user to take a photograph or brief video, add a caption or filter over the top, then send the finished product (called a snap) to his or her friends. The app is unique in that snaps may last only for up to 10 seconds, permanently self-destructing once the person receiving the snap views it. As of May 2014, the app’s users were sending 700 million snaps a day. Elyse Betters, What’s the Point of Snapchat and How Does it Work?, POCKET-LINT (Jan. 20, 2017), http://www.pocket-lint.com/news/131313-what-is-the-point-of-snapchat-and-how-does-it-work.

4 O’Connor, supra note 1.

5 See id.

“sexual and intimate images are being used to coerce, threaten, harass and abuse victims.” Revenge porn has occurred not only by the hands of hackers, but by “ex-partners or so-called friends,” and many times outside of the known revenge porn websites. While as many as 3,000 websites currently feature “revenge porn,” intimate pictures and videos are also commonly distributed without consent through other channels such as “social media, blogs, e-mails, and texts.” Revenge porn has grown so exponentially that websites have been created to cater to any specific motive, such as ShesAHomewrecker.com where wives can “share photos of the women who they suspect are their husband’s lovers.” While there may be different circumstances surrounding these instances, the victims of these cruel acts share a common harm—not only embarrassment but long-term psychological damage, including “sexual shame, disruption to their education or employment, and trust issues.”

Without laws explicitly criminalizing revenge porn, victims have little to no remedy in the law. Currently, twenty-six states have enacted specific laws criminalizing nonconsensual pornography. Although legislators nationwide have recently reacted to the growing epidemic, existing anti-harassment laws fail to provide victims with an adequate remedy in states where revenge porn has not been explicitly named as an offense. In other words, “If you’re Jennifer Lawrence, you can pay a high-priced lawyer to demand that websites take your picture down, but for an average person, the current system offers almost no recourse.”

---


11 Bahadur, supra note 8.


13 Id.

14 Id.

Because revenge porn only recently became a topic considered for criminalization, many state laws that address nonconsensual pornography fall short of being strong, comprehensive laws, Florida’s new law being one of them. Florida recently passed an anti-revenge porn law, section 784.049, Florida Statute (2015), titled “Sexual cyberharassment,” which took effect on October 1, 2015 (“Section 784.049”). Florida became the sixteenth state to join the movement toward outlawing revenge porn. While the statute is surely a step in the right direction, it needs reform. First, this Comment will discuss the history of revenge porn and its evolution alongside technological advances, including social media. Second, this Comment will explore the harm revenge porn causes to its victims and the need for aggressive laws to combat it. Third, it will discuss the controversy surrounding the criminalization of revenge porn, including the heavily debated First Amendment concerns that arise as states enact laws combating revenge porn across the country, as well as the arguments proponents of the laws have made defending the laws’ constitutionality. Fourth, this Comment will discuss Florida’s failed revenge porn bills and why they failed. Fifth, this Comment will analyze the current Florida law on point and discuss in detail its strengths and weaknesses. Finally, this Comment will analyze Illinois’s revenge porn law titled, “Non-consensual dissemination of private sexual images,” and suggest it as a model statute for Florida legislators to use in amending Florida’s current law.

BACKGROUND

REVENGE PORN: WHAT IS IT?

Non-consensual pornography can be generally defined as “the distribution of sexually graphic images of individuals without their consent.” Such images include those “originally obtained without consent (e.g. hidden recordings or recordings of sexual assaults)” or those “images originally obtained with consent, usually within the context of a confidential relationship (e.g. images consensually given to an intimate partner who later distributes them without consent).”

17 Danielle Keats Citron & Mary Anne Franks, Criminalizing Revenge Porn, 49 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 345, 346 (2014).
18 Id.
HISTORY OF REVENGE PORN

While access to pornography has depended on technology for over forty-five years, the internet has taken it to a new level making it not only easier to view pornography at any time, especially with smartphones, but also “easier and more appealing for people to create and distribute Do-It-Yourself pornography.”19 With the increased use of smartphones, came the increase in “sexting.”20 Sexting is “receiving, sending, or forwarding sexually suggestive photos or videos via cell phones.”21 In fact, according to a study conducted by Pew Research Center in 2013, 9% of cell phone users “have sent a sexual picture or video, while 20% have received one,” an increase from 2012 when only 6% of cell owners had sent a sext and 15% had received one.22

For many, the concept of revenge porn was introduced in 1980 with the case Wood v. Hustler Magazine.23 In Wood, a married couple was camping in a state park.24 They were walking alone in the wilderness when they became hot, took off their clothes, and went swimming in a river.25 The couple then took naked pictures of each other, which the husband later developed and kept in a private space in their home.26 A neighbor broke into the couple’s home, stole some of the private photographs, and eventually submitted a naked photograph of the woman, LaJuan, to Hustler Magazine for publication in its “Beaver Hunt” section.27

Typically, Hustler Magazine readers contributed to the “Beaver Hunt” column by sending naked photographs of “nonprofessional female ‘models.’”28 The “models” received a fifty dollar fee if their photograph(s) were selected for publication.29 The publication required a consent form requesting personal information, which the neighbor completed partially.

---

20 Linkous, supra note 19.
22 Id.
24 Id. at 1085.
25 Id.
26 Id.
27 Id.
28 Id. at 1086.
29 Wood, 736 F. 2d at 1086.
truthfully, by including the victim’s correct identity; and partially falsely, by stating the victim had a fantasy of being “tied down and screwed by two bikers.”\textsuperscript{30} The neighbor’s wife then forged the victim’s signature.\textsuperscript{31} Hustler Magazine did not have any formalized, written policies and procedures to guard against stolen photographs or to fully ensure that the information submitted was accurate and, in fact, with the consent of the owner of the photograph(s) to be published.\textsuperscript{32} It did, however, have an informal policy designed to confirm the information on the consent form but it was by no means fool-proof.\textsuperscript{33}

Hustler Magazine published the nude photograph of LaJuan in Hustler Magazine’s February 1980 issue with the caption, “Photo by Husband.”\textsuperscript{34} The publication also stated, “LaJuan Wood is a 22-year old housewife and mother from Bryan, Texas, whose hobby is collecting arrowheads. Her fantasy is to be screwed by two bikers.”\textsuperscript{35} The victims, husband and wife, became aware of the publication from their friends and, in disbelief that a nude photograph of LaJuan had been published in a magazine, the couple obtained a copy of the issue to see it for themselves.\textsuperscript{36} As a result, LaJuan suffered mental and emotional conditions, such as humiliation, degradation, and embarrassment.\textsuperscript{37} She was even harassed with various obscene telephone calls after the publication.\textsuperscript{38} LaJuan required psychological counseling for over six weeks to cope with the psychological repercussions of what had occurred.\textsuperscript{39}

By the 2000s, only twenty years after what many would consider the introduction of revenge porn, it was referred to as “an emergent genre” labeled “realcore pornography.”\textsuperscript{40} In 2008, Xtube, the first website to provide a platform allowing both registered and unregistered users to share adult videos,\textsuperscript{41} stated it was receiving multiple complaints a week due to

\textsuperscript{30} Id.
\textsuperscript{31} Id. at 1085–86.
\textsuperscript{32} Id. at 1086.
\textsuperscript{33} Id.
\textsuperscript{34} Id.
\textsuperscript{35} Wood, 736 F. 2d at 1086.
\textsuperscript{36} Id.
\textsuperscript{37} Id.
\textsuperscript{38} See id.
\textsuperscript{39} Id. at 1085–86.
\textsuperscript{40} “Italian researcher Sergio Messina identifies an emergent genre he calls ‘realcore pornography’—photos and videos of ex-girlfriends initially shared in Usenet groups.” Alexa Tsoulis-Reay, A Brief History of Revenge Porn: A Few Years Ago, Having Your Compromising Photos Fall into the Wrong Hands was a Nightmare Scenario. Now it’s a Genre, N.Y. MAG. (July 21, 2013), http://nymag.com/news/features/sex/revenge-porn-2013-7/.
revenge porn on its website. At that time, websites specifically created for the purpose of exploiting non-consensual pornography, such as RealExgirlfriends.com and IKnowThatGirl.com, spearheaded the giant industry we face today.

Not surprisingly, by 2009, revenge porn had hit social media. During the time when Facebook had an audience of 200 million users, Holli Jacobs, now a civil rights activist, became a victim of revenge porn. Jacobs and her then-boyfriend, Ryan Seay, dated in 2005, and eventually were in a long distance relationship in which they shared photographs “to keep the intimacy alive.” Jacobs said she “completely trusted him.” In 2008, they broke up in what she referred to as a “normal breakup.” However, on January 1, 2009, Jacobs received a horrifying call from her friend who said that “[Jacobs] need[ed] to get on Facebook right away” because someone had changed her profile picture to a nude picture of her. Jacobs called Seay immediately, as she claims he “was the only one with those photos,” but he denied involvement. He allegedly posted photographs and a video, which even her university bosses received in an e-mail titled “Masturbation 201 by Professor Holli Thometz,” Jacobs’s then-last name. Jacobs faced an uphill battle trying to get websites to remove her photographs. Even after being removed, they would reappear within a week.

Eventually, Holli Jacobs abandoned her attempts to remove the content, changed her last name, and sought a remedy in the law. Specifically, Jacobs contacted the City of Miami and Miami-Dade County Police Department, but was told that “because she was over 18 and Seay

---

42 Tsoulis-Reay, supra note 40.
43 Id.
47 Id.
48 Id.
49 Id.
50 Id.
51 See id.
52 Id.
53 Id.
54 Id.
55 Id.
hadn’t technically stolen the photographs, there was nothing they could do.”56 In other words, because she technically consented to his possession of the pictures initially, and because there was no effective legal recourse for revenge porn in Florida, Seay’s actions, and the harm he caused as a result, would go without consequence.57

In 2010, IsAnyoneUp.com launched and encouraged revenge porn by featuring not only naked photographs submitted by spiteful ex-lovers, but also the pictured person’s full name, profession, city of residence, and snapshot of their social media profile alongside the photograph, which ensured the pictures would emerge upon a Google search.58 The infamous Hunter Moore, the creator of this website, who referred to himself as the “professional life ruiner,”59 even taunted victims on the website with statements like, “We’ve all masturbated to you or laughed at you . . . [i]t can’t get any worse.”60 While Facebook eventually ordered Moore to remove all Facebook-related content from the website, claiming his actions violated Facebook’s terms of service, and also deleted his profile, Moore’s website lasted for two years aiding in the victimization of countless people.61 While Moore took down the website in 2012, which made him up to $13,000 per month,62 he was eventually arrested for hiring a hacker “who illicitly accessed e-mail accounts in order to steal nude photos.”63 Because revenge porn is not illegal in the United States, Moore was charged and pled guilty to two charges unrelated to revenge porn itself: one count of unauthorized access to a protected computer to obtain information for purposes of private financial gain and one count of aggravated identity theft.64 Moore was sentenced to two and a half years in federal prison, ordered to pay a $2,000 fine and an additional $145.70 to a single victim in restitution, ordered to undergo a mental health evaluation, and sentenced to

---

56 Id.
57 See id.
60 Tsoulis-Reay, supra note 40.
62 Id.
64 Id.
three years of supervised release after serving his sentence.  

Similarly, in June 2014, “a cyberbullying suspect solicited sexually explicit Snapchat photos of Brevard County high school girls, then posted them on an Instagram account—alongside the girls’ names and the names of their schools.” However, there was no Florida law criminalizing “revenge porn” under which to file charges against the suspect.

THE HARM AND NEED FOR LEGISLATION

While non-consensual pornography is called “revenge porn,” the title is not only misleading, but also grossly undermines its effects, as it fails to describe the mental torture it causes victims. It is true that many cases involve a vengeful, malicious perpetrator whose purpose is to harm his ex by blasting her most intimate photographs to the public for all to see. However, many perpetrators have never met their victims at all and, as such, can have other motives such as “entertainment, profit[,] or notoriety,” expanding the pool of potential victims significantly.

Victims of revenge porn suffer harm each time their pictures are viewed, often by thousands, sometimes even millions. As one victim explained:

\[\text{[A]s a victim of [r]evenge [p]orn, I am not victimized one time. I am victimized every time someone types my name into the computer. The crime scene is right before everyone’s eyes, played out again and again, and, ironically, I am treated as if I am the one who has committed the crime. I am victimized every time someone tells me that it’s my fault because I consented to the taking...}\]


66 Rob Beschizza, Even Florida has a Revenge Porn Law Now, BOINGBOING (May 29, 2015, 7:52 PM), http://boingboing.net/2015/05/29/even-florida-has-a-revenge-porn.html.

67 Id.

68 See generally Miller, supra note 46.

69 See Mary Anne Franks, How to Defeat ’Revenge Porn:’ First, Recognize It’s About Privacy, Not Revenge, HUFFINGTON POST (June 22, 2015, 8:22 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/mary-anne-franks/how-to-defeat-revenge-porn-b_7624900.html.


Aside from the mass exposure the images are subject to once introduced to the universe that is the internet, the images can be e-mailed or exhibited to the victim’s family, employers, co-workers, and friends by other means. Thus, victims of revenge porn are not only exposed physically through their nude photographs, but the exposure of their demographical and other personal information that usually comes with it makes them susceptible to stalking and places them in danger. This can lead to a victim’s fear of being alone or feeling unsafe when leaving their house.

Victims of non-consensual pornography most likely encounter loss of their current employment and future employment opportunities. An U.S. Department of Transportation employee, for example, was fired after her co-workers sent a naked picture of her to her colleagues. Similarly, victims are often fired or eliminated as candidates for potential positions because revenge porn websites often link the photographs to the person depicted through identifying information; therefore, the photographs appear when the name is searched on a search engine by either current or potential employers. Teachers have been fired by their school’s administration after discovering that the teachers’ naked pictures were posted on the internet. According to one study by Microsoft in 2009, “more than 80% of employers rely on potential employees’ online reputations as an employment screen,” 70% of the time rejecting applicants based on their findings; these numbers are surely to have increased as society has become even more “google-obsessed” in recent years. Unfortunately, when recruiters come across nude photographs of potential employees, they

73 Citron & Franks, supra note 17, at 350.
74 See id.
75 Id. at 351.
76 Id. at 352.
79 Citron & Franks, supra note 17, at 352.
81 See generally Biz Carson, More People Now Search Google on Their Phone than From Their Computers, BUS. INSIDER (Oct. 8, 2015, 1:38 PM), http://www.businessinsider.com/more-people-now-search-google-on-their-phone-than-from-their-computers-2015-10.
do not contact the victims to inquire whether victims posted the nude photographs themselves or whether someone else did in violation of their trust and privacy. The "simple but regrettable truth is that after consulting search results, employers don’t call revenge porn victims to schedule’ interviews or to extend offers." Put simply, employers, in looking out for their companies’ best interest, refuse to hire candidates “whose search results might reflect poorly on the employer.” For many of these same reasons, victims of revenge porn also frequently suffer loss of educational opportunities.

An even graver problem is the psychological harm victims experience as a result of the abrupt invasion of their sexual privacy. Victims of revenge porn have to deal with not only their own feelings of humiliation, shame, and deceit, but also society’s wrath and condemnation through the common practice of victim-blaming. Rather than placing the blame on the perpetrator, the focus is on the women, who are being scorned, objectified, and demoralized for taking nude pictures of themselves, or for allowing someone else to take the pictures in the first place. As one police officer put it, “People just have to grow up in terms of what they’re taking and loading on to the computer because the risk is so high. [They say] if you go out in the snow without clothes on you’ll catch a cold—if you go on to the computer without your clothes on, you’ll catch a virus.”

In general, revenge porn victims become increasingly more susceptible to committing suicide. According to a Cyber Civil Rights Initiative survey, fifty-one percent of revenge porn victims experienced suicidal thoughts. As one victim of a revenge porn website that posted nude photographs of her along with her information said, “she was so traumatized by the experience she tried to commit suicide.”

---

82 Citron & Franks, supra note 17, at 352.
83 Id.
84 Id.
85 Id. at 347.
86 See generally Bloom, supra note 78, at 241.
87 See Revenge Porn and Its Victims, supra note 10.
88 Id.
90 See generally Bloom, supra note 78, at 240.
91 Survey results were achieved from a survey that was hosted on endrevengeporn.org from August 2012–Dec 2013. Participants self-selected into the study by visiting our websites and filling out the survey on their own accord. Results depicted are reflective of a female-heavy sample, due to most of our site visitors being women.” End Revenge Porn Survey, CYBER C.R. INITIATIVE (2014), https://www.cybercivilrights.org/ncpstats/.
92 Candice Nguyen, Victims of “Revenge Porn” Cyber Exploitation “Find Justice,” NBC SAN
Florida Joins the Fight Against Revenge Porn

Victim considered suicide after a man she slept with once became obsessed, sent her messages from sixty-seven different Facebook accounts, and sent a video of them having sex to her daughter. Unfortunately, many victims have not just contemplated suicide, but have actually ended their life, like Tyler Clementi.

[Just] three weeks into his first semester at Rutgers University, Clementi asked his roommate for some privacy in their shared room for the night. Clementi’s roommate, eighteen-year-old Dharun Ravi, left the room but set up his laptop in order to spy on Clementi’s date. Ravi discovered that Clementi was using the room to have a sexual relationship with another man and solicited his Twitter followers to watch the live stream of the video proof. Hours after this information was posted, Clementi jumped off the George Washington Bridge to his death.

CONTROVERSY OVER CRIMINALIZING REVENGE PORN

Recognizing the grave harm revenge porn causes its victims and society as a whole, some states have already criminalized revenge porn and many are currently considering legislation. However, there is an ongoing debate regarding whether criminalization is warranted and, if so, whether it is the “be-all and end-all” solution to revenge porn. Opponents of revenge porn laws argue that there are already civil remedies in place that can provide victims with other avenues to seek legal recourse, which proponents argue is not really the case for several reasons. Also, opponents argue that it is too difficult “to properly draft a law that is not either over-inclusive or under-inclusive in its scope.” Another heavily debated issue is the argument that revenge porn is protected speech under the First Amendment and, therefore, laws banning revenge porn are...

94 Gissell, supra note 71, at 280.
95 Id. at 280–81.
97 Id.
98 See generally id.
99 Id.
unconstitutional. Finally, opponents argue that even if laws criminalizing nonconsensual pornography were passed, prosecuting under these statutes “would cause more harm than good.”

INSUFFICIENT OR UNREALISTIC REMEDIES

Opponents argue that a revenge porn victim has options: he or she can go after the perpetrator for invasion of privacy, harassment, stalking, intentional infliction of emotional distress, or under a tort theory of public disclosure of private information. Furthermore, a victim who personally took the photographs (i.e. “selfies”) later posted on a revenge porn website holds copyright in them and, through the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (“DMCA”), can, in theory, demand that they be taken down.

On the other hand, proponents for criminalization of revenge porn argue that many civil remedies are not only insufficient or unrealistic, but also counterintuitive in terms of their supposed redress for the harm victims suffer. “The irony of privacy actions is that they generally require further breaches of privacy to be effective,” which only adds to the victim’s harm. Another obstacle victims face when bringing tort claims is the issue of which party to sue. It is not always the case that victims know by who or how the revenge porn was accessed and distributed; even if they do, they usually lack sufficient evidence to prove it in court or the perpetrator lacks the financial resources to make a claim for damages worthwhile. In such cases, while the commonsensical approach is, seemingly, to sue the owner of the website, Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act (“CDA”) is likely to render any attempt to do so unsuccessful. CDA Section 230 provides website owners and hosts broad immunity for any tortious material submitted by third-party users, as they are not treated as the “publisher or speaker of any information provided by another information content provider.”

---

100 Id.
101 Id.
103 Revenge Porn Is Bad. Criminalizing It Is Worse, supra note 102.
104 See Larsen, supra note 96.
106 Id.
107 See id.
108 Id.
109 Id.
Victims who themselves photographed the images that are later posted by someone else without the victims’ consent may also assert their rights under the DMCA.\textsuperscript{110} Because the victims own the copyright of the photographs, they can send a notice to the website to take it down and, if the website refuses to do so, the victims can sue the website for copyright infringement.\textsuperscript{111} While the victims’ immediate goal is to have the private content removed from the internet, and copyright law may ultimately attain this goal, “a victim must publicly register” the very photograph(s) that he or she wants to remove from the public eye within ninety days of the website publishing it.\textsuperscript{112} Besides the contradictory nature of this recourse, it does not benefit victims who did not take the private photographs themselves, as only the taker of the photograph has the copyright, and therefore access to this remedy.\textsuperscript{113}

Supporters of legislation combating revenge porn also argue that, even assuming a suit is successful and the private images are removed, the victim’s harms would not have been fully remedied.\textsuperscript{114} The problem is that “there’s literally nothing to stop the hundreds of other people that have already downloaded or re-posted [the] image.”\textsuperscript{115} In other words, the damage has been done.

**NEED FOR EFFECTIVE DRAFTING**

Opponents of revenge porn laws argue that both an effective and narrowly tailored law is too difficult to achieve because of the ambiguity “surrounding what exactly constitutes revenge porn” and clearly defining its boundaries.\textsuperscript{116} Because the internet, by definition, is such a broad universe of easily accessible information “very little on the web exists in isolation from the rest: content is regularly copied, mimicked, modified, and linked to.”\textsuperscript{117} Accordingly, revenge porn laws run the risk of being overbroad and consequently, having unintended repercussions.\textsuperscript{118} For instance, while the


\textsuperscript{111} Id.


\textsuperscript{113} See Why We Need a Federal Criminal Law Response to Revenge Porn, supra note 105.

\textsuperscript{114} Larsen, supra note 96.

\textsuperscript{115} Why Revenge Porn Must be a Crime: Dissecting Critics’ Attempts to Nitpick Important Legislation, supra note 70.

\textsuperscript{116} Larsen, supra note 96.

\textsuperscript{117} Revenge Porn Is Bad. Criminalizing It Is Worse, supra note 102.

\textsuperscript{118} Id.
goal may be to go after the spiteful ex-boyfriend who uploaded his ex-girlfriend’s private images, revenge porn laws may unintentionally “sweep” the more innocent conduct, such as prosecuting and even convicting “a reporter [for] publishing screencaps of Anthony Weiner’s more infamous tweets.”119 The opposite is also true.120 Drafting a criminal statute too narrowly can create issues of under-inclusiveness by essentially failing to embrace certain forms of revenge porn, defeating the purpose of criminalization as it leaves many victims without legal recourse.121 As one opponent stated, a law that does not include “selfies” or liability for website owners and operators, for example, “is little more than lip service to the harm suffered by victims.”122

Proponents, on the other hand, argue that an effective, enforceable statute could be drafted by including specific carve-out provisions to avoid overbreadth—the criminalization of innocent conduct, alongside provisions that ensure all victims have protection under the law.123 For example, statutes should include provisions specifying that “the dissemination of images voluntarily captured in public or commercial settings” and “disclosures made for legitimate purposes, such as the reporting of unlawful conduct or matters in the public interest” are not to be criminalized.124 Proponents also argue that statutes should concentrate on the victims’ lack of consent—whether the victim consented to the distribution of the private material—in order to ensure all intended victims are covered under the statute.125

**OVERCOMING FIRST AMENDMENT HURDLES**

While revenge porn laws are viewed as a breakthrough in legislation by many, critics of these laws have opposed both state proposals and federal legislation by claiming that such laws infringe on the right to freedom of speech, provided under the First Amendment of the Constitution.126 The First Amendment provides that “Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press.”127 In essence, the First Amendment

---

119 Larsen, supra note 96 (quoting Revenge Porn Is Bad. Criminalizing It Is Worse, supra note 102).
120 Id.
121 Id.
122 Id.
123 Revenge Porn Is Bad. Criminalizing It Is Worse, supra note 102.
124 Larsen, supra note 96.
125 Id.
127 U.S. Const. Amend. I.
limits the government’s ability to create laws addressing “potentially harmful conduct” as it relates to speech where it would not face such limitations regarding the same harmful conduct otherwise.\textsuperscript{128} Laws restricting speech are analyzed under “intermediate” scrutiny or “strict” scrutiny, and “the operating assumption is that any harm that might result from speech is less serious than the harm that results from government restrictions on it.”\textsuperscript{129} A commonly repeated phrase, “the truth hurts,” is often referred to when morally questionable speech is considered protected, as “speech that hurts due simply to the disgust or offense it causes” is generally afforded constitutional protection.\textsuperscript{130} It has been said that “the point of all speech protection . . . is to shield just those choices of content that in someone’s eyes are misguided, or even hurtful;” and thus, “speech does not lose its protected character . . . simply because it may embarrass others.”\textsuperscript{131}

Determining whether speech is protected “involves weighing the free speech interests involved in a particular case against other countervailing interests, such as the public or state interests in order and security and the interests in deferring to legislative judgment.” Essentially, courts weigh how much the type of speech contributes to free speech values against the harm the speech causes. If the harm caused is great, and the speech contributes only minimally to the underlying purposes of the First Amendment (creating a marketplace of ideas, facilitating participatory democracy, or advancing autonomy), it may be deemed an unprotected category.\textsuperscript{132}

However, “the right to free speech is not absolute at all times and under all circumstances,” as courts have recognized categorical exceptions to which First Amendment protections do not extend and consequently, “the government can regulate the speech with more or less the same broad level of discretion and flexibility that applies in regulating non-speech conduct.”\textsuperscript{133} Among these exceptions are defamation and child pornography.\textsuperscript{134} Similarly, courts have found that other forms of speech

\textsuperscript{129} Id. at 220.
\textsuperscript{131} Humbach, supra note 128, at 233.
\textsuperscript{132} Cohen, supra note 126, at 311.
\textsuperscript{133} Humbach, supra note 128, at 220, 235.
\textsuperscript{134} Id.; see also Calvert, supra note 130, at 675.
have “enjoyed less rigorous protection as a historical matter, even though they have not been recognized as such explicitly.” Accordingly, with respect to revenge porn laws, there are two known conflicting views: (1) revenge porn constitutes protected speech, and thus laws banning it trigger First Amendment concerns, and (2) revenge porn does not, or should not, constitute protected speech, and thus revenge porn laws are constitutional.

Content-based restrictions are those that “burden or restrict speech based on its subject matter or on the viewpoint that is expressed,” as opposed to content-neutral regulations that regulate “merely the time, place and manner of expression, without regard to the ideas, facts or message expressed” or those “meant to address the . . . ‘secondary effects’ of speech.” The Supreme Court has expressed a willingness to balance harms when determining whether content-neutral restrictions are unconstitutional, whereas “it has been almost unbending in its protection of speech from content discrimination,” and considers “content-based regulations presumptively invalid.” Also, content-based regulations must pass “strict” scrutiny (i.e. the government must have enacted the law to further a compelling governmental interest and the law must be the least restrictive means to further that interest), unless an exception applies.

ARGUMENTS ABOUT UNCONSTITUTIONALITY

First, “posting nude or explicit images of former lovers online” is speech. And, as regulations aiming to suppress disfavored speech (i.e. the revenge porn itself), they are content-based speech. Accordingly, opponents argue that revenge porn laws face an uphill battle with regard to the First Amendment and strict scrutiny review, unless the particular law falls within the scope of an exception. While the issue of “whether nonconsensual pornography is protected speech,” has never been before the

---

136 See generally Cohen, supra note 126, at 305–06; Humbach, supra note 128, at 217.
137 Humbach, supra note 128, at 222.
138 Id.
141 See Humbach, supra note 128, at 221.
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Supreme Court, if the Supreme Court were to determine that revenge porn does not fit squarely into one of the existing categories or exceptions, case law suggests that the Court is unlikely to create a new category for it. The Court’s willingness to do so seems limited to “only where the speech historically has been unprotected but not yet addressed by the Court,” and “revenge porn, of course, is a new form of expression for which there is no historical lack of protection.” As a general matter, critics of revenge porn laws have stated that “[c]riminalizing the distribution of that which was freely given and freely received would be invalidated under the First Amendment,” as “the First Amendment is not the guardian of taste.” More specifically, opponents of revenge porn laws argue that nonconsensual pornography is protected speech, as it does not fall into any of the established exceptions, and more importantly, that courts are unwilling to expand these exceptions for content-based regulations such as revenge porn.

Opponents argue that the government does not have an interest, let alone a compelling interest, in withholding “a truth” from others because such dissemination of that truth causes an “individualized harm” rather than a “social harm.” The underlying argument is that society is unharmed by the distribution of revenge porn, despite the harm it causes the individual depicted in the images, but rather “society” (e.g. employers) has an interest in this information when deciding who to hire, or keep, as an employee, given that the “information” is available. Because “people may especially want to know what others have done of which they are not especially proud,” preventing the availability of this information would cause harm to people’s interest “in knowing who among us strays beyond the bounds of the law or morality.” Thus, as opponents argue, despite the very real and recognized harm that revenge porn causes its victims, it is only harming that individual; and, therefore, the individualized harm falls short in the eyes of the Constitution, which “assumes that there would be even greater harm in criminalizing the free flow of information concerning the activities that it reveals.”
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ARGUMENTS THAT IT IS CONSTITUTIONAL

Proponents of revenge porn laws argue revenge porn is not considered protected speech, and therefore falls outside the purview of First Amendment protections, because it relates to a known exception or should be considered a new exception. The crux of the argument is that “revenge porn should receive, at most, de minimis First Amendment protection” because it exists “merely to humiliate its victim; it does not inform public debate, nor is it a form of artistic self-expression.” Generally, pornography is considered protected speech so long as “the sexually explicit images neither constitute obscenity nor child pornography.” As such, proponents argue that non-consensual pornography plausibly fits into the category of “obscenity” or as variation of child pornography. Proponents of criminalization also argue that, as public disclosure of a private fact, it deserves less rigorous First Amendment protection.

OBSCENITY

In *Miller v. California*, the Supreme Court held that “obscenity” does not enjoy First Amendment protection and, proponents argue, sexually intimate images distributed without consent of the individual depicted fit this category. In *Miller*, the Court lists basic guidelines for determining whether material constitutes obscenity:

(a) whether “the average person, applying contemporary community standards” would find that the work, taken as a whole, appeals to the prurient interest[;] (b) whether the work depicts or describes, in a patently offensive way, sexual conduct specifically defined by the applicable state law; and (c) whether the work, taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value.
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Proponents argue that because revenge porn depicts sexual activity without the consent of the person depicted, it, arguably, appeals to the prurient interest. Additionally, revenge porn may qualify as “patently offensive” sexual conduct given the depicted individual’s lack of consent and the “potentially secretive nature of the exposure of the photographs and videos.” Finally, revenge porn’s nonconsensual component may also contribute to an argument that such content “lacks serious literary, artistic, political, or scientific value.” Thus, a law banning revenge porn that specifically excludes material of public interest would likely survive constitutional inquiry.

**Variation of Child Pornography**

Child pornography consists of “pornographic materials featuring sexual conduct by children.” Supporters of revenge porn laws reason that even though adult pornography is generally afforded First Amendment protection, the “nonconsensual nature of revenge porn makes it rise to the same level of offensiveness as child porn: because it is nonconsensual, distributing revenge porn inflicts greater harm on victims than consensual pornography, outweighing its marginal free speech value.” Therefore, pornography that is distributed or publicized without consent of the person depicted, should be considered a category of unprotected speech.

**Public Disclosure of a Private Fact**

Similarly, proponents argue that nonconsensual pornography should be unprotected speech as a public disclosure of a private fact, which has been afforded less rigorous First Amendment protection. The likelihood of obtaining First Amendment protection when a particular truth is neither regarding a public concern nor political in nature, decreases significantly. The most common definitions of the public disclosure of a private fact tort include the following elements: (1) the public disclosure, (2) of a private
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fact, (3) that would be offensive and objectionable to a reasonable person, and (4) that is not of legitimate public concern.\textsuperscript{168}

A disclosure of a private fact is public "if the communication is made to a large or potentially large group of people."\textsuperscript{169} Both when the "communicator distributes the private information to the large group of people himself or herself," and when the "communicator merely initiates the process whereby the information is eventually disclosed to a large number of persons," a public disclosure has taken place.\textsuperscript{170} Disclosure includes oral and written communications, video, or still photographs.\textsuperscript{171} A fact is private if there is a reasonable expectation of privacy in the fact(s), and as such, is not already "a matter of public record."\textsuperscript{172} In general, public disclosure of private fact is not protected by the First Amendment because, when balanced, the free speech value is minimal compared to the drastic harm that results.\textsuperscript{173} Moreover, when the communication is in the form of an image or video, rather than verbal, the communicator's ability to distribute information increases significantly simply because of the primitive truth that "a picture is worth a thousand words."\textsuperscript{174}

Courts have held that a nonconsensual publication of sex videos constitutes public disclosure of private fact.\textsuperscript{175} For instance, in \textit{Michaels v. Internet Entertainment Group, Inc.}, the court enjoined the publication of a sex tape of Pamela Anderson and Bret Michaels by a company that obtained the footage "because the public had no legitimate interest in graphic depictions of the 'most intimate aspects of' a celebrity couple's relationship."\textsuperscript{176} The court reasoned that a sex tape depicting two people engaged in sexual relations "represents the deepest possible intrusion into private affairs."\textsuperscript{177}

Similar to \textit{Michaels}, in cases of nonconsensual pornography that revenge porn laws seek to prevent, the public has no legitimate interest in private nude photographs and sex tapes that the depicted person has not consented to be distributed.\textsuperscript{178} Furthermore, to the extent exceptions have been carved out for child pornography and defamation due to grave harms
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far exceeding the speech’s advancement of “free speech values,” so, too, do the harms caused by revenge porn (e.g. violation of sexual privacy, loss of employment, loss of educational opportunities, and psychological trauma) far outweigh its free speech value.

**CRIMINALIZATION IS NECESSARY**

Assuming that a criminal revenge porn statute could withstand constitutional muster, opponents argue that such statutes will be essentially useless. The enactment of a valid state statute banning revenge porn does not necessarily equate to the police actively enforcing it or, at minimum, informing victims of its existence. Cases have been noted where multiple women, who have called the police to report victimization, were told by police that revenge porn—“the posting of nude photos”—was not illegal, despite existing laws in that state clearly stating it was. Others argue that, oftentimes, judges give minimal sentences to more physically intrusive sexual crimes, such as rape and sexual assault, which leads to the conclusion that they are even less likely to take a violation of a revenge porn statute seriously. Another argument is that, given the rapid spread of revenge porn content, prosecuting every perpetrator would prevent prosecutors from devoting the necessary time and energy to prosecuting the more serious crimes. One attorney noted, “Look at UGostPosted.com—there are probably 5,000 women and men on there. What are they going to do? Open up 5,000 criminal files?”

Proponents, on the other hand, argue that because of the continued growth of technology and the Internet, coupled with the “heightened sexualization of younger generations,” revenge porn will not only never go away, but will likely become an even graver problem. As is the case with any other crime, making revenge porn illegal is the only approach that will deter both the posters and the website hosts from the undesirable conduct in the first place. Not only are civil remedies insufficient to redress victims
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of their harms, but “the kinds of people who post or traffic in revenge porn don’t worry about being sued; they do worry about going to jail.”\(^{189}\) The spiteful ex-boyfriends and website hosts will then have to weigh the satisfaction they expect to gain from posting the images against facing criminal punishment and a criminal record.\(^{190}\) Thus, they have to ultimately decide whether posting the images is “worth it,” hopefully to be answered in the negative.\(^{191}\) Deterrence is not only necessary because of the wide-ranging psychological ramifications revenge porn causes its victims, but also because it endangers the lives of those who fall prey to revenge porn that includes identifying information alongside the images.\(^{192}\)

Despite the heavy opposition to legislation criminalizing revenge porn, there is a general consensus that these laws are becoming more necessary than ever before. However, many of these laws have been deemed ineffective and federal courts have even blocked state revenge porn laws from enforcement because their constitutionality has been called into question.\(^{193}\) Arizona’s revenge porn law, for example, made it a felony to “disclose, display, distribute, publish, advertise or offer” an image of a nude person without the depicted person’s consent.\(^{194}\) The statute was drafted with the intent to target and prevent specific situations, such as vengeful exes spreading their prior lover’s intimate photographs.\(^{195}\) However, “a group of Arizona booksellers, publishing companies, newspapers, librarians, and photographers (including the Voice Media Group, New Times’ parent company)” responded by suing the state Attorney General’s Office (“AGO”).\(^{196}\) They argued that the law, as drafted, was “unconstitutionally overbroad and [was] [a] viewpoint-based restriction on protected speech” because it criminalized unintended scenarios that are constitutionally protected, such as “a library lending a photo book about breastfeeding to a new mother, a newspaper publishing pictures of abuse at the Abu Ghraib prison, or a magazine running a story about a local art show.”\(^{197}\) Accordingly, the law was halted for being over-inclusive.\(^{198}\) The
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AGO recognized the law was unenforceable as written and, in agreeing to settle the case after conceding that there were legitimate constitutional concerns, the AGO hoped to avoid further litigation and incentivized legislators to amend the statute by addressing those concerns.\(^{199}\)

Therefore, legislators should proactively amend laws that are constitutionally questionable by including narrower language to avoid overbreadth, as well as including language to ensure the law accomplishes its ultimate goals: providing justice for its victims and preventing future victims. Who knows, revenge porn may eventually be held to the standard of child pornography and defamation, given their vast similarities, and thus may be afforded an explicit exception from the heightened review of strict-scrutiny.

**FLORIDA’S FAILED ATTEMPTS**

Florida, along with many other states, has considered several bills addressing revenge porn before ultimately passing one that was deemed satisfactory, House Bill 151.\(^ {200}\) For example, in early 2013, in considering a bill addressing revenge porn, Florida legislators balanced the reality that, if passed, it could be held as unconstitutional for infringing on First Amendment rights, against the strong incentives for criminalizing revenge porn.\(^ {201}\) The bill would have criminalized, as a third-degree felony:

> [T]he internet posting of a photo or video: of an individual which depicts nudity and contains any of the depicted individual’s personal identification information . . . without first obtaining the depicted person’s written consent unless the victim was photographed or videotaped in public and a lack of objection to the photography or videotaping could reasonably be implied by the victim’s conduct.\(^ {202}\)

In analyzing the bill, Florida House of the Representatives noted that “there are no criminal laws . . . prohibit[ing] the posting of nude adult photos on the Internet,” and that “[a] recent survey found that one in ten people have threatened to expose risqué photos of their ex-partners online, and that these threats were carried out nearly 60 percent of the time.”\(^ {203}\)
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Moreover, they advocated for the bill by emphasizing the level of harm that results from revenge porn, namely, that “lives can be destroyed” and that it has already “driven some people to suicide.” However, the House also noted that “[t]o the extent that the bill regulates content of speech protected by the First Amendment, it could be challenged as being unconstitutional.”

Similarly, Florida House Bill 475, which failed on May 2, 2014, provided that:

An individual may not intentionally and knowingly disclose a sexually explicit image of an identifiable person or that contains descriptive information in a form that conveys the personal identification information . . . of the person to a social networking service or a website, or by means of any other electronic medium, with the intent to harass such person, if the individual knows or should have known that the person depicted in the sexually explicit image did not consent to such disclosure.

[A]n individual who violates this section commits a felony of the third degree . . . [and] an individual who is [eighteen] years of age or older at the time he or she violates this section commits a felony of the second degree . . . if the violation involves a sexually explicit image of an individual who was younger than [sixteen] years of age at the time the sexually explicit image was created.

[T]his section does not apply to the disclosure of a sexually explicit image for: (a) the reporting, investigation, and prosecution of an alleged crime for law enforcement purposes, [or] (b) voluntary and consensual purposes in public or commercial settings.

A very similar bill, Florida Senate Bill 532, contained almost identical provisions. However, it made a general violation of the statute a second degree misdemeanor, and a first degree misdemeanor for violators eighteen and over if the image(s) involved a sexually explicit image of someone younger than [sixteen] years old at the time the image was created.
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Both House of Representatives Bill 475 and Senate Bill 532 required a showing of intent to harass the victim by posting the explicit images. There is no legitimate basis for distinguishing between perpetrators who disclose private material with intent to harass and those who disclose purely for “entertainment, profit or notoriety.” The inclusion of this limitation excludes a pool of victims suffering from the very same harms as those whose perpetrators did have intent to harass. Accordingly, state legislators’ main concern should be the victim’s lack of consent, rather than the distributor’s motive or intent for distributing the images. Furthermore, the requirement for a malicious motive generally makes the case harder to prosecute, and, consequently, discourages victims from coming forward, as they are already too ashamed and do not want to risk further publicizing their embarrassing situation.

Additionally, both bills provide that “[a]n individual may not intentionally and knowingly disclose a sexually explicit image of an identifiable person to a social networking service or a website, or by means of any electronic medium.” By including the different possibilities where a distributor may choose to post the images, the statute effectively encompasses the many different arenas a distributor may use to achieve his purpose; essentially, the language is staying consistent with current and advancing technology.

Similarly, both bills mention that “[a]n individual may not intentionally and knowingly disclose [a] sexually explicit image of an identifiable person or that contains descriptive information in a form that conveys the personal identification information . . . of the person.” This disjunctive language seems to indicate that identifying information either beside or linked to the sexually explicit image is not necessary, as the sexually explicit image, standing alone, qualifies so long as it contains identifying information, such as the person’s face. This allows a remedy for the victim whose perpetrator does not include demographic information beside the image, but sends a link of the post to family, friends, or employers who recognize the victim’s face or other identifying features from the image itself.
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The two bills did, however, differ in terms of their degree of punishment for the crime. Senate Bill 532 would have made a violation a second degree misdemeanor for which “[o]ffenders would face up to 60 days in jail and a $500 fine.” House Bill 475 would have made a violation a third-degree felony, which is “punishable by up to five years in prison.” The appropriate penalty for a criminal statute may “make or break” a bill regarding its likelihood of being passed. The appropriate penalty for nonconsensual pornography has been largely debated:

If the conduct is categorized as a mere misdemeanor, it risks sending the message that the harm caused to victims is not that severe. Such categorization also decreases incentives for law enforcement to dedicate the resources necessary to adequately investigate such conduct. At the same time, criminal laws that are more punitive will face stricter examination and possible public resistance. Although California’s categorization of revenge porn as a misdemeanor sends a weak message to would-be perpetrators and will be a less effective deterrent than a law like New Jersey’s, [which categorizes revenge porn as a felony], it may have aided the law’s passage.

Ultimately, Senate Bill 538 outlawing revenge porn was passed nearly unanimously by a 38–2 vote. Initially, however, the Senate “sought a tougher version of the bill, which would have included e-mail, but the House passed a more lenient version that only applies to posting pictures on websites.”
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THE CURRENT LAW

SECTION 784.049, FLA. STAT.

Subsection (1) of Section 784.049 introduces the law with recognition of the harms nonconsensual pornography causes victims as the legislature’s justification for criminalizing the conduct, as well as their compelling interest in redressing these harms. The first provision states that people have a reasonable expectation that sexually explicit images taken with the depicted person’s consent will remain private. This provision “sets up the expectation that those images of intimate moments are not free to publish anywhere without a person’s consent.” Next, the statute recognizes the recent growth in nonconsensual pornography by stating that “it is becoming a common practice.” Then, the statute addresses the permanent and untraceable effects of having a private, sexually explicit image uploaded onto the internet, as it can be quickly distributed across the world on countless websites. As a result, the victims suffer “significant psychological harm” and “safeguarding the psychological well-being of persons depicted in such images is compelling.”

STRENGTHS OF SECTION 784.049

While Section 784.049 makes the offense a misdemeanor, rather than a felony, which of course, has less of a deterrent effect on potential offenders, this is likely what allowed the bill to pass. Specifically, the law provides that, for a first time offender, the offense is punishable as a first degree misdemeanor. However, the statute increases the degree of punishment to a third degree felony for those who have one prior conviction for sexual cyber-harassment and commit a second offense.

The new law provides law enforcement officers with significant
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leeway in making their arrests. A law enforcement officer may arrest, without a warrant, any person that he or she has probable cause to believe has committed sexual cyber-harassment according to the statute. However, it also serves as a weak spot as those charged with this offense will likely argue the statute violates the Fourth Amendment (regarding unreasonable searches and seizures) of the United States Constitution because of the statute’s warrantless search provision.

Another strength of Florida’s sexual cyber-harassment law is that the “sexually explicit images” banned from distribution are not limited to those solely depicting nudity. Section 2(d) defines “sexually explicit image” as “any image depicting nudity . . . or depicting a person engaging in sexual conduct.” By including images depicting a person engaging in sexual conduct, legislators are appreciating the fact that “not all intimate sexual acts involve nudity.” In addition, the statute’s definition of “image” includes a non-exhaustive list of image forms that distributors of revenge porn are likely to use, not just the common photograph or video.

At the same time, the law carves out reasonable exceptions, which serve to avoid constitutional concerns that the law is overly broad. The law reasonably excludes internet service providers from potential liability or criminal prosecution. It also as excludes from its scope sexually explicit images published by law enforcement officers in furtherance of their duties, perhaps for investigational or other public interest purposes. However, it should have taken the exceptions a step further and excluded images voluntarily exposed by the depicted person in public or commercial settings to avoid unnecessarily including situations where a person has no reasonable expectation of privacy. Otherwise, unintended prosecutions may occur to such individuals who “forward[ed] or link[ed] to commercial pornography, or [who] record[ed] and report[ed] unlawful activity, such as flashing.”
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Finally, the law accounts for a civil remedy in addition to imposing criminal punishment. The statute creates a private cause of action for a victim of revenge porn to bring a private suit against the person responsible. Specifically, it provides that a victim can obtain injunctive relief; monetary damages up to $5,000, or actual damages incurred as a result of a violation, whichever is greater; and reasonable attorney’s fees and costs for bringing the case. Furthermore, “if any conduct that is an element of the offense, or any harm to the depicted person resulting from the offense, occurs within the state,” then a violation is deemed to have been committed in Florida. This provision is also meaningful because of the easy accessibility of the Internet across the United States and the world.

**Weaknesses of Section 784.049**

The most important provision in the statute is subsection (2)(c), which defines sexual cyber-harassment and contains the details regarding its scope. Section 784.049 defines sexual cyber-harassment as the publishing of a sexually explicit image “that contains or conveys the personal identification information of the depicted person to an Internet website without the depicted person’s consent . . . with the intent of causing substantial emotional distress to the depicted person.”

First, the law is weak to the extent that it includes an element requiring the conveyance of “personal identifying information.” The original Senate bill, for example, required the image to include either personally identifying information (plus the victim’s face) or just the victim’s face, rather than requiring them to simultaneously exist. Requiring “identifying information” limits the breadth and purpose of the law by allowing offenders to bypass it, once again, even while exposing the victim’s face in their post, which is probably the most identifying information a person can have, when viewed in isolation, superior to the victim’s name or contact information. Nonetheless, this provision gives perpetrators the green light—so long as the exposure does not include a
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name or address beside it, the perpetrators are in the clear—which sends the wrong message.

Second, the statute is limited to images “publish[ed] . . . to an Internet website,” thereby excluding the dispersing of images via text messages, e-mail, or hard copies—which remain legal.\(^{251}\) Thus, a victim who had her intimate photographs sent to her family, friends, or employers directly through e-mail or text would not find a remedy in this new law, notwithstanding the damages suffered are much like that of the victim whose images were posted on the Internet, if not worse.

Third, although a good law needs to be narrowly tailored to withstand constitutional muster, the limiting language substantially handicaps prosecutors and excludes innumerable scenarios from falling within the scope of the statute. First, the statute requires the offender to have possessed the specific intent to cause substantial emotional distress, both for a criminal prosecution and a civil suit.\(^{252}\) However, other motives may exist that are equally damaging to the victim.\(^{253}\) In fact, many offenders “do not know their victims at all.”\(^{254}\) For example, in the case of nude celebrity images that are hacked and shared,\(^{255}\) the offender may be motivated by something other than harming the victims, such as notoriety or financial gain,\(^{256}\) yet those intentions fall outside the bounds of the law. A patrol officer who passed around intimate photographs that he pulled from a female arrestee’s cellphone, which he claims he had done a “half dozen times in the last several years,” as part of a “game” among officers, would also not be held criminally liable under this law.\(^{257}\) Similarly, when the Penn State chapter of a fraternity was discovered to have been posting images of unconscious, naked women to a private Facebook page that only members had access to, a fraternity brother, in their defense, stated that their conduct “wasn’t malicious whatsoever. It wasn’t intended to hurt
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anyone. It wasn’t intended to demean anyone. It was an entirely satirical group and it was funny to some extent.” 258 Perhaps he is right, and the fraternity brothers did not “intend to harass or distress the victims.” 259 In fact, they were likely “incentivized to avoid the victim’s discovery of such conduct altogether,” 260 but that should not make the harms of these women any less valuable in terms of their access to the law. All in all, a person, regardless of their sexual promiscuity, should be able to decide who sees them naked. 261

Such requirements misunderstand the gravamen of the wrong—the disclosure of someone’s naked photographs without the person’s consent and in violation of their expectation that the image be kept private. 262 What is essential is a statute’s goal of protecting privacy, autonomy, and the fostering of private expression, which the Court has recognized as legitimate grounds for regulation. 263

Not only does this provision miss the point, but it also makes the law substantially more difficult to prosecute than it would without an intent component. 264 Prosecutors have to “prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant posted the photo to intentionally hurt the victim,” and not because he just thought it was “profitable,” “just for fun,” to annoy, or any other reason the offender can come up with. 265

All in all, section 784.049 is both too broad in some aspects and too narrow in others. It is too broad to the extent it does not carve out exceptions for images voluntarily exposed by the depicted person in public or commercial setting. 266 It is too narrow because the provision limiting the crime to perpetrators with the specific intent to harass the victim fails to encompass many of the victims who are being harmed. 267 The law is also narrow in its limitation to distributions made on the Internet and its requirement that posts include the victim’s identifying information. The law should be amended to eliminate these weaknesses to accomplish the
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purpose of its enactment, as well as to survive the challenges those charged under this law will surely bring when it is actively enforced.

AN EXEMPLARY LAW: ILLINOIS

Illinois passed a law banning “nonconsensual dissemination of private images,” which became effective June 1, 2015, and has been regarded as “the country’s strongest anti-revenge-porn legislation yet.”\(^{267}\) The law addresses many of the concerns discussed above and can serve as an example for Florida legislators in amending its current sexual cyber-harassment law. First, in its statute, Illinois legislators did not include language requiring an intent to harass or cause emotional distress to the victim.\(^{268}\) In declining to do so, the legislators correctly prioritized the victims of nonconsensual pornography over the perpetrator’s motive for distributing the image(s), and Florida should do the same.\(^{269}\) If, perhaps because of administrative pressure, Florida legislators are obligated to include an intent to harm or distress the victim, they should consider making it in the form of an objective standard, such as “when a reasonable person would know that such disclosure would cause harm or distress.”\(^{270}\)

Moreover, the Illinois law includes a provision that excludes the distribution of any images involving “voluntary exposure in public or commercial settings” and when it “serves a lawful public purpose.”\(^{271}\) While Florida’s sexual cyber-harassment law includes exceptions for Internet service providers and other unintended entities, and for law enforcement officers who publish sexually explicit images in connection with their duties,\(^{272}\) it should include an additional exception for images depicting voluntary exposure in public or commercial settings. In doing so, the law is excluding unintended distributions from its scope, which avoids claims of overbreadth.

Furthermore, the Illinois law applies when a victim is identifiable “from the image itself” (i.e. includes his or her face) or when other
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information is displayed in connection with the image. Florida should also include this disjunctive language, as opposed to only providing for images including identifying information. Accordingly, it will avoid providing loopholes for offenders to still post the image knowing they will not be prosecuted if they exclude identifying information.

CONCLUSION

“A few years ago, having your compromising photos fall into the wrong hands was a nightmare scenario. Now it’s a genre.” While this is true, state legislatures, including Florida, have finally come to terms with this truth and have enacted legislation to combat revenge porn. The extent of the harms victims suffer as a result of these malicious acts are finally being recognized and they are being afforded recourse in the criminal justice system as well as civil courts. These laws are enacted with the primary and important purpose of, at minimum, deterring people from contributing to the Internet websites currently making fortunes from exploiting victims’ nude photographs on the universe that is the Internet; as well as across virtually all forms of social media that have become such a prevalent source of information in today’s society.

In its short time as an enacted law, section 784.049 has served, at minimum, to bring more awareness regarding revenge porn and notice that it is something to be taken seriously. In Florida, in March 2016 alone, at least two cases with revenge porn-related issues have been won by victims, although not under the new law because the conduct preceded its enactment. A Florida victim’s overly possessive ex-boyfriend of several years who posted photographs and videos he took of her when she was only sixteen years old accepted responsibility for spreading the “revenge porn” that caused the victim so much harm. She did consent to some of the nude photographs at the time they were taken, which was during the time she was underage, but many of the photographs and some of the videos were secretly recorded without her consent. When they eventually broke up, he began sending her coworkers friendship requests from Facebook and Instagram profiles that displayed her nude images (as many as sixty-two), and even attempted forty times to post the nude images on her employer’s
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Facebook page. He admitted to video voyeurism and took a plea deal “agreeing to spend 30 days in jail, complete five years of probation, and pay $2,500 each to the national program Cyber Civil Rights Initiative and Project Phoenix, a shelter for human trafficking victims at Miami’s Camillus House.”

Because victims are starting to realize that their harm has a place in the justice system, victims, like her, are encouraged to come forward with their story and prosecute these crimes.

Similarly, a Florida jury recently awarded Terry Bollea, a famous wrestler also known as Hulk Hogan, $115,000,000 when a video of him having sex with his friend’s wife was published without his consent on a website. While much of the case concerned issues surrounding media and celebrity privacy, at its core was the privacy concern underlying revenge porn laws: lack of consent. The hefty verdict serves as further proof that the public’s perspective is shifting toward a stronger intolerance for “media invasions of privacy” and that “the public is becoming disenchanted” with claims of freedom of speech protections when it is not merited.

Although a step in the right direction, especially after numerous failed bills, section 784.049, Florida Statute (2016), needs to be reformed to effectively accomplish what the law was set out to. State legislators can carefully and precisely draft a more efficient law that reconciles with the First Amendment while simultaneously providing victims with the best, most efficient protection. While the Florida Senate was wise to accept a more-limited version of the bill they proposed, rather than do nothing at all, the initial goal of getting the law in books has been accomplished. Now it is time to fine-tune it.
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